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Innovative CCTV
support & maintenance
for UK hospitality
venues
iP24 supports many of the UK’s most
recognisable hospitality groups and venues.
Companies such as Living Ventures, East Coast
Concepts, Tattu and Alchemist partner with iP24
to ensure the smooth running and management
of their CCTV and security systems.

Challenge
CCTV plays an integral role in the security of
hospitality venues. It is used to protect venue
staﬀ and guests both inside and outside the
premises. Evidential quality images must be
recorded for up to 30 days as part of modern
licensing. Many incumbent CCTV systems often
lack comprehensive maintenance support.
Faults can easily go undetected, often only
coming to light after a security incident has
occurred. This results in an exhaustive strain on
time and resources as IT departments or group
operation managers end up dialling into sites
remotely to check all cameras are
working correctly.
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Solution
iP24 supply our innovative RemServ tool to
many hospitality venues. Dave Mansbridge –
Director of trading & compliance, Living
Ventures recognised immediate business
benefits in the hospitality environment.
“RemServ can be retrofitted to all types of
incumbent DVR installations, automatically
monitoring the operation and maintenance
status of remote CCTV systems, every minute
of the day.”
A daily e-mail report to the client provides an
update on the status of every camera, or, as is
the service agreement with NWTC, only
highlight ‘exceptions’ to regular performance
levels. Furthermore, by the time the client is
made aware of a potential issue, iP24’s
experienced service desk will have already
interpreted the alert and actioned an
appropriate response. Jen Smith, facilities
coordinator at Living Ventures said: “Remserv is
fundamental in ensuring our units remain
secure and operational at all times. The daily
email informs us of any issues at the start of
the day meaning we can action and resolve
any known issues ASAP.”
Having remote access to the system means
most faults can be cleared without the need to
send an engineer to site, saving both time and
money. If an engineer is despatched, it will
usually be a ‘first time fix’ as the fault will have
been pre-identified prior to arrival.

RemServ
CONNECTED
RemServ can be retrofitted to the
majority of incumbent CCTV installations

Comment
Dave Mansbridge commented “RemServ has
many important benefits and iP24 continue to
introduce new important features. RemServ
now alerts us to the potential tampering of
cameras, even capturing the final image of
how and by whom the camera was moved.”

R

“Stricter licensing agreements and a
responsibility to maintain eﬀective, 24-hour
security in and around all our premises means
we can no longer take the gamble that some
of our CCTV cameras may be switched oﬀ, be
faulty or have been tampered with. RemServ
eliminates this risk and, as a result, I’ll continue
to install it as the standard across all our pubs
and restaurants.”
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